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Reminders that help you overcome the situation with Planetly 
 

Karma, how to look at it technically. (Back engineering) How to implement it for 
yourself and get an better understanding of the intent of others. 

 
Karma is sometimes a hard process to grasp technically. In the session Lubomila and 
I have taken the example of Lu’s relationship with Planetly. Providing the basics to 
close an energy leak Lu is dealing with. Karma you can technically grasp by looking 
at the intention + execution. (Not perse the words, you can manipulate to easy with 
words).  
 
Before we dive into it technicality, we need to understand ourselves, so that we can 
detect our own ‘blindspots’ and deal better with them. And important aspect is the 
following:  
 

TECHNICALLITY HOW TO DETECT 
What you WANT vs what you NEED 

 
If your ‘I’ is connected to, for example: You want to be ‘liked’, you want harmony, 

you want to be heard, anything in this Realm. You will still be vulnerable and this can 
decrease your capacity of being objective.  

 
What is very important is to divine what you need? For example: I need to stay in my 

focus, I need be not distracted from things that take me away from my purpose, I 
need to keep my energy for the things that matter, etc. And make your choices 

based on that, and not based on what your ‘I’ wants.  



POWER OF CHOICE  
Interpersonal Relationships 

 
Understanding the Karma and intent of others and choosing how to deal with is 

from a Macro-Perspective. Part of the Interpersonal relationships Chapter. Closing 
the energy gap / isolating it  

 
 
How to implement it (General)     Example (From session) 
 
Question 1: 
What is the position of the person towards me?  Elenbogen Frau | Planetly 
(Friend, business, competitor, partner, enemy, etc) Competitor  
 
Question 2: (3-fold):  
What does the person want from me?    Information / wants you to fail 
What do I want from the person?    Lu wants harmony (for example) 
Does the contact make sense?    It will only harm you, no WANT
        should be involved from your  
        Side. Detect if you have a want
             
Question 3: 
Do the actions of the person increase my growth  No there is an energy-leak 
energy or do their actions  bring lower energy,  + restlessness 
restlessness / confusion? (Often in we see  
restlessness and confusion are parameters)    
   
 
Question for 4:  
How do I stay in my energy? What can I learn from  The better you are doing, the  
the intentions of my opposite / interaction / third  more they want you to fail  
person?       the parameter is, because of 
        your success, the duality grows. 
        Your learning’s become more 
        valuable, you need to learn to 
        act from objectiveness and  
        more away from the ‘I’, protect  
        yourself and the purpose of 
        what truly matters, by  
        understanding intentions and 
        actions or people in reality  



Conclusion:  
 
In case of planetly Lubomila should be flattered, the attention she gets from them 
tells her she is succeeding with her purpose and mission. This is part of the duality 
that comes with her path.   
 
Structures that in general backfire if you want to built something long term / 
sustainable:  
 
- Taking bad about others  
- Gaslighting  
- Bad intent  
- If the intent is based on ego’s instead of matters that you are in service off.  
 
Long-term elements of companies, Lu and I partly covered and will go through 
concerning interpersonal relationships:  
 

- Karma 
- Duality  
- Honesty and transparency  
- Making an agreement with yourself, remind yourself of the ‘Karma’ structures 
- Leading with a set of basics that create core solidarity and loyalty. (H.E.A.R.T 

program, will take 4 till 5 sessions)  
 
 
Something we can do earlier then predicted. (Will do this in consultation with 
Lubomila) It is based on brutal honestly (When we roll out this strategy, Lubomila 
needs be ready to set the example for her people.). People will follow a leader 
because they want too, not because they need too. This is the difference between a 
true leader and someone that wants to be a leader.  What we will do is built a 
anonymous survey + leading by example, by explaining your people why you are 
doing this.  
 
Till now our program is 70% based on prevention. (this is based on Lubomila’s own 
‘I’ and how she handles people when emotions take the overhand (not her tasks).  
 
The 30% of constructive structures / skills to will help you a become a better CEO 
and optimize your leadership are still to come.  
 

 
 

	


